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Tips to Uncover Your Campus’s Connections to Polluters

For years, Greenpeace has been sounding the alarm on climate change and confronting environmental

crimes.  In 2009, massive polluting corporations proved that unchecked, they still have the ability to
manipulate our political process to benefit their bottom line.  In 2010, the Greenpeace Student Network

will focus on exposing an entire network of climate criminals that support and protect polluters.

The first step is putting a face on the problem and choosing a target for your campus’s

campaign. Use this guide to help you expose the most strategic connections between your
campus and corrupt polluters. Remember to look broadly and follow lots of leads – getting

stuck trying to make one avenue work will only cause you to miss potentially better or easier
openings.

Who to ask:
A lot of your research will be on the web, in the library, or in archives but some of the best stuff will

come from conversations – gossip can be really helpful in this situation!
- Faculty. Start with the ones you know well and/or the ones that are sympathetic to our movement.

- Fellow activists. If they’ve run up against the ‘bad guys’ before they will likely have some info to

share.
- The librarians! These are friendly folk that appreciate inquisitive students! Ask them about everything

from your campus’ investments to how to research people’s resumes.
- Campus archives and/or library. Again, it is these people’s jobs to love information. Share that love.

Request the annual treasurer’s report, the annual report on sponsored research, and the annual
reports of department heads to the President. These documents can help to unlock lots of important

information. Request other summaries or reports too if they sound interesting.

- Student Government. These guys will often have access to specifics of your campus’s budget that the
treasurer’s report may not contain.

- Journalists. Especially any that you’re friendly with or that have reported on your University, local
business ties, or energy companies.

Questions to investigate:
- Who are the most recognizable people on my campus and in the broader community? Who are the

most powerful people? Think about the administration, alumni, local celebs/leaders, and even your

fellow students.
- Next: Aside from my campus, what are these individuals involved with? Look into their CV

(curriculm vitae), their professional and business associations. Use LinkedIn, Google, Facebook.
You’re looking for connections, past or present to polluting industries and all their supporters

(think tanks, front groups, lobbying firms)

- Where does my campus get its energy? Is it a public or private utility? Does that company have any
presence on campus aside from our electric bill (sponsoring events, hiring gradutates, etc)?

- Follow the money. Where does my University get its funding?
- Do grants come in from any corporations or business groups? Which ones? For what purposes

(research, sports teams, campus construction, special events)?
- Do we have significant investments in polluters in our portfolio?

- Who sits on the various advisory boards and steering committees for your campus?

- Who are the ‘players,’ for and against climate solutions? Which professors, student leaders, alumni,
community leaders have made their positions on climate change known? Are there any that are

curiously absent in the debate?
- People on our side will be great allies to you and you should go to them with some of these

research questions. Chances are they know important gossip as well.



- People on the other side? Now dig for their connections. Where else have they worked? What
affinity groups might they be members of? Where do they make contributions? What boards or

committees do they sit on (on and off campus)?
- For the people that are curiously silent, find out why.

- What is my campus’s commitment to sustainability, written or otherwise?

- How do we fulfill that commitment? Where does that funding come from?
- Where do we fall short? Why? Who’s responsible for implementing the sustainability plan? What

would their analysis be of your campus’s connections to polluters?

What to remember:
- Cast a wide net. We’ll get more specific once you’ve zero’ed in on a target and your campaign is

running. For now, the more information you gather, the more informed and strategic our decisions

will be.
- Follow up. Flag promising leads and come back to them. One lead takes you to another, so dig

deeper all the time.
- Be persistent. If you’re finding a dead end, that might be on purpose – some information wants to

stay hidden. If an office or individual is resisting your inquiries, judge for yourself why and consider

pushing your request further.
- Gauge when it’s appropriate to be totally candid and when it might be best to describe your interest

in these matters more generally. Remember that you’re a student and it’s pretty much your job to be
curious and conduct research. If it helps – just remind folks of that fact alone and don’t go into a lot

of details. “I’m interested to learn more about our school’s history and financial associations.” Who

could say no?

- Don’t sacrifice the element of surprise. You want to talk to a lot of people about this research but
don’t let the word spread too far and wide that you’re planning on going after climate criminals.

They’ll find out you’re coming before you want them to.


